
2021 KTM FACTORY REPLICA STACYC 16E

Cash Price Engine

$1,710
Includes GST

Seat Height

430mm

VEHICLE INFORMATION

Ground Clearance

Starting System

Dimensions

Brakes

9 kg

Travel

Weight

Front: mm

Rear: mm

The KTM FACTORY REPLICA STACYC 16eDRIVE is the perfect choice for little rippers with some experience on a balance bike,

and are a little taller and / or more familiar with riding STACYC Stability Cycles in need a larger platform. Your child should

have an inseam of 45 cm or more to adequately touch the ground with a slight bend in the knees for optimum sizing. Your child

can learn to push, balance, and coast in the Non-Powered mode.

Graduate them to the powered mode (the holy grail of fun) as they show proficient use and understanding of the brake and the

ability to coast and brake while standing. Start them with a speed similar to what they can push the non-powered version at,

and they learn the use of the twist throttle, and a long coast turn into a constant use of throttle and giggles. As they continue to

develop skills, the medium speed of the 16eDRIVE allows for an exceptional amount of fun outdoors, getting thousands of

hours of hand-eye coordination, balance, and outdoor exercise.

The KTM FACTORY REPLICA STACYC electric balance bikes offer a unique opportunity to share the sport of motorcycling with

the young champions of tomorrow. They can look just like their KTM FACTORY RACING heroes, with numbers and all, while

mastering balance and throttle control as they prepare to graduate to a larger platform.

5 White Street, Fenton Park, Rotorua 3010, New Zealand

Patterson O'Connor Motorcycles, Phone 07 346 3271, Email enquiries@pattersonoconnor.co.nz

Finance this vehicle

from only

$18.22
per week*

www.pattersonoconnor.co.nz

Total Amount Payable

$2,841.66
Fuel Capacity

0

TransmissionWarranty LengthWarranty Type

Description

* Finance calculation based on a 36 month term, no deposit and with an example annual fixed interest rate of 13.75%. Actual interest rate may be higher or

lower. Includes an establishment fee of $367.00 and a monthly maintenance fee of $8.20. Full term total amount payable of $2,841.66. Estimate only, not an

offer of finance. Terms, conditions and lending criteria apply.


